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Music gig supports
action against Santos’
Narrabri gasfield
Concert and petition – options to get involved

Liverpool Plains farmers are inviting people to a very special
music gig out on the Liverpool Plains on Saturday February 25,
with Golden Guitar winners Allan Caswell and Luke O’Shea
supported by Luke Vassella.

This is a special, one-off show in solidarity with everyone on the
Liverpool Plains and beyond who are opposing Santos’ Pilliga gas
project and the Queensland Hunter pipeline.

Where: Spring Ridge Country Club, Park Street, Spring Ridge
NSW
When: Saturday 25 Feb, 11:00 - 5:00 pm
What: An update on Santos’ plans and what we can do to fight
them, followed by uplifting music from Allan Caswell, Luke
O’Shea and Luke Vassella
PLUS: Food vans, kids entertainment, info tents, and free
camping available
RSVP: Book your tickets here (Cost range: Free - $20)

This is your chance to get involved if live on or love the Liverpool
Plains and the broader north-west region.

The Plains are under threat from Santos’ plans to turn this very
amazing part of NSW into an industrial gasfield with a connecting
pipeline to Newcastle.

What’s in this
newsletter
Focus on Santos aims to help
environmental campaigners with
timely, accurate facts and comment.

Editor Eve Sinton will focus on the
Narrabri gas project during 2023.

She is known for Fossil Fool Bulletin,
published 2017-2021.

Focus on Santos will publish
monthly or as required.

A Substack newsletter version is
located at:

https://evesinton.substack.com/

– where you can subscribe.

Also, check Focus on Santos on
Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?
id=100089607618624
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"It’s time to step up the campaign to defend our
region from coal seam gas, and what better way to do
that then with a lovely day out on the Plains," say
organisers.

"Gates open at 11 am and then at midday we’ll brief
everyone on Santos’ current activities, hear how other
communities stopped coal seam gas, and get legal info
from the Environmental Defenders Office.

"Then from 2.30 - 5 pm, we’ll hear music from Allan
Caswell, Luke O’Shea & Luke Vassella.

The afternoon will also feature food vans, kids'
entertainment, info tents and a licensed bar."

BYO Chairs, shade and picnic set up if you wish!
There is also free camping available at Spring Ridge
Showground and surrounding locations.

People are asked to "please sign and share our petition
to Stop CSG projects planned for the Pilliga forest and
our foodbowl on the Liverpool Plains, and associated
pipeline infrastructure that will stretch across the
Hunter and north-west NSW - harming land, water
and culture."

• See this story online:
https://evesinton.substack.com/p/santos-is-focus-of-music-gig-
petitions?sd=pf

SydneyKnittingNannas say, "We don’t need the
Narrabri Gas Project or the pipelines that go with it –
it will not reduce costs but it will destroy the Pilliga
forest and our foodbowl on the Liverpool Plains.

"Coal seam gas (CSG) puts land, water and culture at
risk. Communities in north-west NSW are right now
fighting against this industry, which will turbocharge
climate change, causing more droughts, floods and
fires.

"Victoria and the ACT both have plans to get off gas

by electrifying industry and homes, but NSW does
not."

Watch the video and sign the petition to stop Santos’
Narrabri Gas plans.

https://knittingnannas.org/2023/02/06/stop-santos-narrabri-
gas-plans/

• See this story online:
https://evesinton.substack.com/p/santos-is-focus-of-music-gig-
petitions?sd=pf

SydneyKnittingNannas: Video& petition
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Santos in the news 4-10 February, 2023
Santos CEO accuses gov of ‘Soviet-style policy’, while farmers’
opposition toNarrabri gasfield gets headlines

TheAustralian Petroleum Production and
Exploration Association, which represents Santos and
other Australian gas giants, is busy lobbying the
Albanese government to keep its hands off the
lucrative east coast gas market.

Other industry groups who depend on gas supplies
have accused the gas companies of bullying and price
gouging.

Santos has started a new round of meetings with Tiwi
Islanders after being told by regulators to get serious
about consultation with Traditional Owners in
locations affected by gas mining.

There has been more news about farmers opposing the
Narrabri gasfield, with The Guardian taking an in-
depth look at the farmers' campaign.

The Guardian also discusses what governments need to
do if global climate catastrophe is to be avoided.

Focus on Santos has summarised six news
stories comprising 4,560words for your
convenience. There's a link to the full story at
the end of each item.

A print version of each edition of Focus on Santos can
be found at http://knitting-nannas.com/.

APPEA calls on Federal Government to
avoid ‘interventionist’ gas policies in
Budget submission
Danielle LeMessurier, West Australian, 05/02/2023

Australia’s peak body representing oil and gas
producers is urging the Albanese Government to use
the May Budget to encourage investment in new gas
supply and measures to cut emissions.

The Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration
Association on Sunday called out the Government for
meddling in the gas market in is Budget submission,
noting “interventionist policies” have “the opposite
effect” when it comes to attempts to meet demand.

The Government intervened in the energy market in
late December to cap prices and lower household

electricity bills, amid forecasts of power bills spiking
50 per cent and gas prices surging 40 per cent over the
next two years.

The decision to cap the price for wholesale gas at $12 a
gigajoule and wholesale coal at $125 a tonne angered
energy exporters who argued it would deter new
investment.

Santos chief executive Kevin Gallagher claimed it
represented a “Soviet-style policy”.

https://thewest.com.au/business/oil-gas/appea-calls-on-
federal-government-to-avoid-interventionist-gas-policies-in-
budget-submission-c-9657962

Santos returns to Tiwi Islands for new
round of consultation after Federal
Court ruling
Camden Smith, Herald Sun, 06/02/2023

The first day of the latest round of consultation
hearings with Tiwi Islands Traditional Owners into
the Barossa gas project began at Milikapiti sport and
recreation centre on Monday.

The fresh talks followed a federal court decision to
overturn the original decision by gas regulator
NOPSEMA to approve Santos’ $5bn Timor Sea
Barossa gas project.

The new consultation round comes after NOPSEMA
acted on an instruction by Federal Resources Minister
Madeleine King for the industry to make genuine
efforts to consult with first nations people.

Environment Centre NT executive director Kirsty
Howey welcomed the regulator’s intervention.

“While Santos tries to assure shareholders that the
project is on track, there is no doubt that this process
will blow out Santos’ timetable,” Ms Howey said.

“Shareholders and investors should be asking whether
this project will ever reach the finish line.”

The intervention follows a successful legal challenge
last year by Tiwi Islands senior lawman Dennis
Tipakalippa to the Barossa project.
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Santos has said it welcomes a rigorous consultation
process and would engage with Tiwi Island residents.

“As part of the Barossa gas development project, we
have worked with the Tiwi Land Council to schedule
three community sessions for the Tiwi Islands in early
February where the community are invited to attend
to learn more about the project and upcoming plans,
ask questions, and tell us how they want to be
consulted on the project as it progresses,” a spokesman
said.

Following Monday’s meeting at Milikapiti Sport and
Recreation Centre, Santos will move to the
Pirlangimpi Club, February 7 and the Mantiyupwi
Motel meeting room, February 8.

https://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/northern-territory/santos-
returns-to-tiwi-islands-for-new-round-of-consultation-after-
federal-court-ruling/news-story/
d7f47347cfc8ad30f12cf9a216417f0c

Hunter Gas Pipeline routemay destroy
watercourse onUpperHunter Arabian
Horse Stud
Matthew Kelly, Muswellbrook Chronicle, 07/02/2023

Darryl and Stephanie King stand to lose more than
half of their picturesque Arabian Hunter horse stud to
the proposed Hunter Gas Pipeline. (Paywalled.)

https://www.muswellbrookchronicle.com.au/story/8075480/a-
four-lane-highway-through-hunter-horse-stud/

The farmers fighting gas projects in
NSWare politically savvy, but they face
a giant in Santos
Gabrielle Chan, Guardian, 07/02/2023

Liverpool Plains farmers are fighting against two
different projects, both owned by Santos: one is the
right to explore for gas and the other is to build the
Hunter gas pipeline project that Santos acquired in
August 2022.

To get that pipeline built, the company must negotiate
access with all the landholders along the route. That

means if Santos does not get a landholder to sign their
agreement, it defaults back to the NSW government’s
authority to survery rules, which the company has
described as a “last resort”. Farmers say that access will
be “fraught” given landholders can just lock the gate.

The thing that makes this battle fascinating is the
unusual unity and the longstanding political maturity
of these communities. These farms are big assets as
the world hungers for agricultural land to grow food.

And the local debate over whether the land is used for
mining or agriculture is becoming multigenerational.
There is evidence that more young adults are returning
to the land. Children who stood in the early
community blockades over coal and gas are now taking
up the fights of their parents.

These are some of the same community groups that
saw off BHP’s Caroona coal project and the Chinese
state-owned coal company Shenhua’s plans for an open
cut mine.

However, Santos has yet to fully flesh out their plans
for the Liverpool Plains. In 2018, as reported by
Jamieson Murphy, Santos boss Kevin Gallagher told a
shareholder meeting: “We have no plans to drill wells
in the Liverpool Plains.” There has been little said by
the company since then. Santos did not respond to
Guardian Australia’s questions.

Speaking this week, include National Farmers’
Federation president Fiona Simson said seismic testing
was a sign that Santos was “moving on” from their
previous public position.

“We engaged fully and properly in the [NSW
planning] process, because we thought the process was
flawed. And now 15 years later, it seems that it’s all
back to square one,” Simson told Guardian Australia.

“And that’s why people like me, who have been
engaged for 15 years, they’re getting really angry.

The Walhallow Local Aboriginal Land Council owns
country on the Liverpool Plains. Jason Allan, a
Walhallow Gamilaroi man, said the land council would
complete its consultations, but they have heard a lot of
promises.

“Both Shenhua and the BHP mine were both going to
be on our traditional lands. Look, we had open
dialogue, especially with BHP, but we’re not anti-
mining or anti anything. We’re just anti-cultural
destruction and with one comes the other.”
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Samantha McCulloch, the chief executive of the
Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration
Association, said, “We have seen long-running
unnecessary delays in approvals for new fields such as
Narrabri as well as misinformation spread by anti-gas
activists.”

She said investing in new supply will “put downward
pressure on prices and deliver other benefits like jobs
and emissions reductions”.

The problem for Santos is the “activists” are the local
landholders. And they are drawing neighbours
together and organising community events like the
Save The Plains concert later this month, aimed at
informing people of their rights.

Other communities will be watching because if the
people of the plains don’t win this fight, with their
resources and political savvy, it would be very hard for
many other communities to muster such support. Not
many places have their firepower.

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/commentisfree/
2023/feb/07/the-farmers-fighting-gas-projects-in-nsw-are-
politically-savvy-but-they-face-a-giant-in-santos

Gas producers accused of bullying and
price gouging, despite federal
government intervention to cap prices
RhianaWhitson, ABC, 08/02/2023

Major industry groups representing Australian
manufacturers have accused the gas industry of getting
around the federal government's gas price controls by
withholding supply, leaving some businesses at risk of
closure.

East coast gas producers have effectively suspended
new sales since the federal government announced 12-
month price controls in December for the gas and coal
wholesale market.

About 90 per cent of Australia's east coast gas is
controlled by three exporters — Shell, Origin and
Santos.

Last month, the ACCC warned of a 2023 east coast gas
shortage, despite the regulator finding the LNG
producers have enough uncontracted gas to prevent a
domestic shortfall.

The regulator also warned producers to start supplying
cheap gas or risk a $50 million fine.

"It certainly looks like an oligopoly," Andrew Richards
from the Energy Users Association of Australia says.

"There's plenty of gas around. It's whether they want
to sell it at a fair and reasonable price is the key
question that needs to be asked here.

"Their belligerent behaviour in the gas industry will
see many businesses go broke and mums and dads too
scared to turn the gas heater on next winter — that's
an appalling position."

The Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration
Association (APPEA), which represents east coast
producers, says the new rules under the price cap are
still unclear.

"There's considerable uncertainty there," APPEA
Chief Executive Samantha McCulloch told The
Business.

"The industry wants to supply the gas, but we need to
understand the rules of the game, particularly when
there's a $50 million penalty hanging over the industry
for failure to comply with rules that are still being
defined," she says.

"We've been saying to them [east coast gas producers]
for a long time... 'This is a life-changing moment for
many Australian companies … You can be heroes and
offer them fair and reasonable pricing,'" Mr Richards
says

"'Or you can be the villain and be belligerent and price
gouging.

"Now up to this point in time, they have been the
latter."

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2023-02-08/gas-prices-accc-
aigroup-euaa-price-gouging-accusations/101929602

Fossil fuel companies won’t save us
from climate change.We need
governments to step up
AdamMorton, Guardian, 09/02/2023

We have an early contender for the least surprising
newsflash of the year: fossil fuel companies will not, of
their own volition, save us from climate breakdown.
The oil and gas multinational BP revealed on Tuesday
that it set a record annual profit last year, reaching a
staggering US$27.7bn thanks to Vladimir Putin’s
murderous ego pushing global fossil fuel prices into the
stratosphere. It more than doubled its 2021 profit.
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BP as increased the forecast of how much oil and gas it
will be producing in 2030 by 2m barrels a day. Profit is
there to be had, and it says it would be ignoring its
responsibility to its millions of shareholders not to
grab it.

Santos had a more difficult year – traditional owners in
the Tiwi Islands won a landmark legal case against the
company to stop drilling for its A$6.1bn Barossa gas
project – but still managed a 65% increase in revenue.
It plans other new developments, including a long-
promised gas field at Narrabri, where work on a pipeline
is under way. Despite some claims that mostly ignore
the case for cutting emissions, whether it is needed to
meet future local demand remains in dispute.

Like most of their international competitors,
Woodside and Santos argue their fossil fuel expansion
can be consistent with the science-based goal set at
the landmark 2015 Paris climate conference of trying
to keep global heating to 1.5C above pre-industrial
levels.

Evidence and logic tell a different story.

The International Energy Agency made plain nearly
two years ago that no new oil and gas fields should be
opened if the world were to have a chance of keeping
1.5C in play.

Secretary general, António Guterres laid out his view
on the implications for the fossil fuel industry in his

trademark blunt fashion in a speech in New York this
week in which he set out his priorities for the year.

“I have a special message for fossil fuel producers and
their enablers scrambling to expand production and
raking in monster profits,” he said. “If you cannot set a
credible course for net zero, with 2025 and 2030
targets covering all your operations, you should not be
in business. Your core product is our core problem.
We need a renewables revolution not a self-destructive
fossil fuel resurgence.”

The message back from the fossil fuel industry remains
that, for all the changes some have made to claim they
are part of a cleaner future, they don’t really buy it.

fallout when they fail to act, though growing, remains
smaller than the rewards for pumping out more
pollution. Their actions, and those of the governments
and business leaders that support them, undermine the
shift that is happening elsewhere as the price of solar
continues to fall and other solutions become more
viable.

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/commentisfree/
2023/feb/09/fossil-fuel-companies-wont-save-us-from-climate-
change-we-need-governments-to-step-up

• See this story online:
https://evesinton.substack.com/p/santos-is-focus-of-music-gig-
petitions?sd=pf


